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SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS
THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL NET INCOME
The figures presented in Tables XXXIX, XL, and XLI are final
totals based on the estimates covered in detail in the preceding
chapters.Altogether, over fifty items entering into the income of
the American people were handled separately in making the distri-
bution by States.The final totals, then, represent the combination
for each State of these numerous component parts making up the
total income.As may be surmised, and as pointed out in connec-
tion with the various items, the material upon which the estimates
were based was not all of uniform quality.For some of the items
the data were highly reliable; for others, however, the data were
deficient.
Fortunately, the weakness of some few of the items entering
into our estimates is not a measure of the relative accuracy of
the final results.The separate items are not linked together in the
form of a chain, where the weakest link practically represents the
strength of the whole, but the combination is rather in the form
of a cable where every additional strand adds strength to the whole.
An error in any one item becomes of less significance when the item
is included, in the entire total.It may also be suggested that the
use of many separately computed items in arriving at the final
totals offers a distinct advantage on account of the probability of
errors cancelling each other.
Another important merit of the method involving the calculation
of separate estimates for a large number of component items lies
in the fact that, as more data become available, and with the fur-
ther development of the method, the accuracy of the final totals
may be improved progressively by correcting individual items.
The Total Net Income.
Table XLII gives a comparison between the amounts of total
net income received by the inhabitants of each State in each of the
248TABLE XLIL—TOTAL INCOME FROM ALL SOURCES RECEIVED BY
INDIVIDUALS IN EACH STATE, 1919-1920-1921
DOLLARS (000's Omitted)




1919 1920 1921 1920 1021
Continental United States 66,195,70072,380,36584,426,66736,994,67235,283,75149,007,859
New England 5,355,11?5,855,1678,129,278 2,995,4422,867,4104)613,344
Maine 427,580 472,572 616,055 237,281 228,959 356,101
New Hampshire 260,759 291,804 389,944 144,465 141,5S4 220,557
Vermont 175,578 236,472 261,569 97,598 114,403 154,592
Massachusetts 3,057,0763,353,7104,688,916 1,713,6081,647,2052,650,603
Rhode Island 454,983 460.061 255,178 226,185 413,942
Connecticut . 979,141 1,040,5481,439,703 547,312 509,074 817,549
Middle Atlantic 17,509,17719,072,10326,496,647 9,844,8159,385,33015,088,897
New York 9,241,6019,649,30914,802,057 5,221,2444,772,1618,453,488
New Jersey 2,377,2392,659,6693,403,385 1,331,0411,304,3991,927,172
Pennsylvania 5,890,3376,763,1258,291,205 3,292,5303,308,7704,708,237
East North Central. ...14,596,74716,395,80417,821,653 8,152,0657,993,93110,326,399
Ohio 3,989,3794,093,6954,653,438 2,213,8621,986,2662,660,628
Indiana 1,780,6461,813,6391,721,832 989,24k 878,2761,006,331
Illinois 4,989,0445,420,8746,579,785 2,805,9872,665,1303,790,199
2,407,1803,092,7002,990,032 1,347,8051,511,5841,735,364
Wisconsin 1,430,4981,974,8961,876,566 795,163 952,6751,133,877
West North Central...7,971,5948,471,8437,020,690 4,445,2214,104,9064,176,806
Minnesota 1,510,0461,770,2051,592,231 839,381 856,413 941,035
Iowa 1,818,4611,419,0381,058,327 689,858 634,869
Missouri 1,900,7812,117,7082,134,004 1,064,8631,034,0371,252,350
North Dakota 240,332 461,635 273,698 133,074 220,772 170,635
South Dakota 576,122 483,850 201,737 320,602 232,620 126,086
Nebraska 994,081 783,552 727,072 553,189 378,894 435,112
Kansas 931,7711,435,8551,033,621 517,076 692,312 616,719
South Atlantic 6,310,2876,336,4427,091,482 3,511,3453,067,1074,187,388
Delaware 154,257 131,746 202,483 86,759 64,772 116,638
Maryland 955,0901,021,7071,348,076 535,965 501,082 775,202
Dist. of Columbia... 437,608 444,319 242,308 215,689 393,128
Virginia 913,9181,074,8231,091,827 506,326 518,487 644,007
West Virginia 640,929 861,901 886,882 354,496 416,176 512,352
North Carolina 981,805 919,973 981,324 547,882 444,002 (306,879
South Carolina 733,866 499,409' 404,883 408,611 240,216 253,052
Georgia 1,113,237 870,656 923,159 618,122 418.7S6 563,589
Florida 379,577 511-,908 550,328 210,876 247,807 321,641
East South Central... .2,998,7102,804,1673,380,325 1,669,205 2.045,250
Kentucky 831,353 843,9421,103,548 462,634 408 ('96 659,622
Tennessee 765,691 883,568 958,765 426,094 427.257 573,081
Alabama 766,338 724,602 801,028 425,743 348,702 489,028
Mississippi 635,328 352,055 516,984 354,734 169,829 323,519
West South Central...5,271,6875,233,4445,169,189 2,939,052 3,134,039
Arkansas 577,951 564.597 551,934 322, 1.58 272 020 337,574
Louisiana 817,520 742,918 893,168 456,070 3(iI. 341 529,756
Oklahoma 1,178,6301,200,800 968,289 656,253 580,658 581,206
Texas 2,697,5862,725,1292,755,798 1,503,0711,315,8521,685,503
Mountain 1,816,7912,501,3352,419,148 1,006 9471,?04.(94 1,442,760
Montana 177,105 336,561 325,544 97,632 161,'108 101,609
Idaho 321,897 311,359 266,721 178,040 140.047 1.64,338
Wyoming 107,566 156,891 194,189 59,750 75.501 118,553
Colorado 576,339 817,918 823,172 320,188 396,086. 481,106
New Mexico 129,402 200,925 188,314 71.453 00,275 113,374
Arizona 240,596 306,897 254,923 133,664 147,760 155,821
Utah 219,918 291,996 293,545 121,973 140.721 175,146
Nevada 43,968 78,788 72,740 24,238 37,806 42,813
Pacific 4,365,5905,710,0606,898,255 2,430,5802,776,0183,992,976
Washington 1,044,1841,086,0811,316,189 57S,81fl 524,930 789,251
Oregon 590,566 700,560 677,473 329,557 339,090 409;845
California 2,730,8403,923,4194,904,593 1,522,2071,911,998
I2,813,880
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three years —1919,1920, and 1921.On account of the great ad-
vances between the beginning and the end of the year in the values
of inventories as measured in terms of consumption goods, the
total net income for 1921 is shown to be the highest of the three
years for most of the States.Exceptions to this condition are
presented by the agricultural States, where the heavy losses in agri-
culture outweigh the inventory gains on non-agricultural property.
States where the total income in 1921, including inventory gains,
was lower than in 1919 follow: Iowa, South Dakota, Nebraska,
South Carolina, Georgia, Mississippi, Oklahoma, and Idaho.In
some of these States the reduction in the total income in 1921 was
startling.In South Dakota., for instance, the 1921 income repre-
sented only 39 per cent of the amount received by the population
in 1919.In Iowa, and in South Carolina, the 1921 income amounted
to 62 per cent of that in 1919.These figures become even more
striking when we consider that, for the country as a whole, the
income in 1921, including inventory gains, was 1.33 times as great
as in 1919, and that in New York the ratio of the 1921 total to that
of 1919 was 1.62.In other words, taking as a base conditions in
1919, the income of the people of South Dakota suffered a reduction
of about 61 per cent, while the income of the people of the
entire United States increased 33 per cent, and that of the people
of New York rose 62 per cent.
The opposite movement of agricultural and non-agricultural
inventory values in 1921 is also responsible, to a large extent, for
the radical redistribution of income in that year as compared
with 1919.The share in the total national income received by the
people of New York in 1919 was a little more than 14 per cent;
in 1920 it was about 13.5 per cent, but in 1921 it represented 17.2
per cent.Pennsylvania's relative share also increased consid-
erably, and the same was true in the case of Massachusetts and
most of the other industrial States, excepting Ohio and Michigan.
The agricultural States, however, invariably show a great
tion in the percentage of the total income received by their inhabi-
tants in 1921 as compared with 1919.
Adjustment for Purchasing Value.
Comparison usually involves one important requirement, and
that is that the quantities compared be represented in the sameSUMMARY AND ANALYSIS 251
units.It is rather difficult' to compare two distances if one is
expressed in yards and the other in meters unless they are both
converted to a common unit.In comparing income we also must
have values expressed in terms of the same unit of measurement.
The unit used in measuring income is the dollar, which, unfortu-
nately,, is not a fixed quantity.Its value may fluctuate and in
recent years has fluctuated rather violently, and it can hardly be
accepted as true that the value of $100 at one time or place is nec-
essarily twice as great as that of $50 in another time or place.
With a variable dollar, it is obvious that, in order to have fair
comparisons of income, we must adjust our totals.
While it is impracticable to make adjustments for the differences
in the value of a dollar in different places, it is possible to do so
for the changes taking place from time to time.In the last three
columns of Table XLII, we have the total income from all sources
expressed in terms of dollars of 1913 purchasing power.To obtain
these figures, the totals presented in the first three columns of the
table, which are in terms of dollars of current purchasing power,
were divided by yearly indices representing average prices of con-
sumption goods purchased by the various classes of the population.
The indices used were calculated separately for each State by
combining the following four yearly price indices 'inaccordance
with weights based upon the estimated total income in each State
of the classes of consumers indicated:
1. Index of prices of goods consumed by farmers.
2. Index of prices of goods consumed by urban employees.
3. Index of prices of goods consumed by families spending
$5,000 annually on consumption goods.
4. Index of prices of goods consumed by families spending $25,000
annually on consumption goods.
rfhe effect of converting the totals for each year into dollars of
the same purchasing power is quite apparent.Although,. when
measured in current dollars, the income received by the people in
the various States seems to be higher in 1920 than in 1919, the
opposite is really the case.In terms of purchasing power,. the
1920 income was only a little over 95 per cent of that in 1919.
See p.27,Preliminary Statement.252 INCOME IN THE VARIOUS STATES
The Net Total Income from All Sources on a Per Capita Basis.
When dealing with geographic units of various sizes, such as our
States, the total income received by the population contained in
each area offers only a limited scope of comparative information.
Even in comparing the income for the same States in different
years we are likely to be comparing States of different size, as the
population does not remain stationary.The economic welfare of
the inhabitants cannot be measured by the total income received
by those residing within a. geographic area, but by the amount of
income there is per unit of population.In order to eliminate the
population variable from our figures, the total income for each
State has been converted to a per capita basis.'These per capita
incomes, expressed in dollars of current as well as 1913 purchasing
value, are shown in Table XLIV.It seems to be the distinction of
the District of Columbia to have had the highest per capita income
in two of the three years under consideration, 1919 and 1921.This
holds true both when we measure the income in terms of current
dollars and when we measure it in 1913 dollars.Owing to large
gains in surplus and inventory values, and also to the reduction
of the population, the per capita income of the District in 1921
was, in terms of 1913 purchasing value, 75 per cent higher than
in 1919 and over 90 per cent higher than in 1920.In 1920 the
list was headed by California, which showed a per capita total net
income of $1,127 of current purchasing value.This amount was
65 per cent. above the average per capita total income for the entire
country, and 5.7 times as great as the lowest per capita income
(Mississippi) in that year.
When measured in current dollars, the per capita income of the
people of South Dakota in 1919 was, next to that of the District
of Columbia, higher than in any other State.In 1913 purchasing
value, however, the New York per capita income for that year was
apparently as high as in South Dakota, so that both States may
lay claim to second place in this respect.Thern reason for the pur-
chasing value of the per capita income in the two States being
1Themore exact measure of welfare is the income per ammaim."An ammain is
the gross demand for articles of consumption having a total money value equal to that
demanded by the average male in the given class at the age when his total requirements
for expense of maintenance reach a maximum."U. S. Public Health Reports, Nov. 26,



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.TABLE XLIV.—PER CAPITA TOTAL INDIVIDUAL INCOME FROM









1919 1920 1921 1919 1920 1921
Continental United States 630 680 779 352 332 452
New England
Maine 557 615 798. 309 298 461
New Hampshire 590 657 876 327 319 496
Vermont 497 672 743 276 325 439
Massachusetts 799 865 1,188 448 425 672
Rhode Island 757 757 1,190 425 372 672
Connecticut 716 746 1,004 401) 365 570
Middle Atlantic
New York 896 923 1,392 506 457 795
New Jersey 761 834 1,038 426 409 588
Pennsylvania 680 771 929 380 377 527
East North Central
Ohio 699 704 781 388 342 446
Indiana 610 616 579 339 299 338
Illinois 775 830 989 436 408 570
Michigan 664 833 778 372 407. 452
Wisconsin 547 746 698 304 360 422
West North Central
Minnesota 637 737 650 354 356 384
Iowa 759 588 434 425 286 261
Missouri 559 621 624 313 303 366
North Dakota 374 709 415 207 338 299
South Dakota 909 757 312 506 364 195
Nebraska 770 602 552 428 291 331
Kansas 528 810 579 293 390 340
South Atlantic
Delaware 695 588 888 391 289 516
Maryland 662 701 911 372 344 524
Dist, of Columbia... 983 1,031 1,705 545 500 954
Virginia 398 463 463 221 223 274
West Virginia 442 584 587 244 282 339
North Carolma 386 357 373 216 172 231
South Carolina 438 295 238 244 142 147
Georgia 386 299 313 215 144 191
Florida 397 522 544 220 253 318
East South Central
Kentucky 345 348 452 192 197 270
Tennessee 329 377 405 183 182 242
Alabama 328 307 336 182 148 205
Mississippi 355 197 289 198 95 181
West South Central
Arkansas 332 320 309 185 155 189
Louisiana 456 411 489 255 200 290
Oklahoma 587 586 461 327 284 277
Texas 584 579 572 325 280 350
Mountain
Montana 328 .603 557 181 289 328
Idaho 756 712 589 418. 341 363
Wyoming 560 796 947 311 383 578
Colorado 618 864 850 344 418 497
New Mexico 360 555 515 199 266 310
Arizona 736 900 706 409 433 432
Utah 494 645 633 274 311 .377
Nevada 584 1,023 945 311 491 556
Pacific
Washington 776 794 941 430 384 550
Oregon 759 888 841 424 430 508
California 810 1.127 1,347 451 549 773
256SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS 257
the same, while the current value in dollars was different, lies in
the difference in the composition of the population of the two
States and, consequently, in the difference in the average prices
of the consumption goods purchased with the income in the respec-
tive States.
It is interesting to note that in 1921 the per capita total income
of South Dakota was practically at the bottom of the list, showing
a drop in the purchasing value of the income of over 61 per cent
from 1919.
The range of the per capita net total incomes of the different
States was quite great in each of the three years.The greatest
range, however, was in 1921, and the smallest in 1919.In terms
of percentages of the lowest per capita income among the States
for each year, the ranges or "spreads" between the lowest and the




Logically,we should expect the "normal" year to have a mini-s
mum spread in per capita income for the various States, and it
would therefore seem that., of the three years, 1919 was actually
the most nearly normal.
The wide variations among the different States in the per capita
estimates of total income are apparently due chiefly to the fluctua-
tions in the value of inventories.If the income due to inventory
changes is taken out of the totals, the per capita figures for the
various States fall within narrower margins.
The Share of the Farm Population in the Total Net Income.
If income were distributed equally on the basis of population,
the farm population of the United States would get $3 out of every
$10 received, by the entire American people.In Rhode Island, the
farm population would get 250, in Oklahoma $5, and in Arkansas
$6.50 out of every $10 of income received by the people in their
respective States.Do actual conditions come anywhere near such
a distribution?In accordance with this hypothetical distribution,
i.e., that based upon the number of people, the share of the entire
farm population in 1921 should have been over $25,000,000,000.
1258 INCOME IN THE VARIOUS STATES
In Arkansas, the farm population should have received about
$360,000,000, and in Oklahoma, about $484,000,000. How near
do these amounts come to the actual income of the farm population?
It is not easy to separate with any degree of precision the income
received by the farm population from that received by the non-
farm population in each State.Table XLV merely presents the
results of a very rough analysis.The share of the farm population,
asshownin this table, is composed of the following items:
1. The income of farmers from agriculture, including gains
losses in the value of inventories.
2. A rough estimate of the income of farmers from non-agri-
cultural sources, such as the return on outside investments,
etc.
3. The rental value of farmers' homes.
4. The estimated imputed interest on investment in durable
consumption goods.'
The great disparity between the total income of the farm popu-
lation and that of the non-farm population, as shown in the table,
is due to the fact that farm prices are used in estimating the value
of that large proportion of the farmer's income consisting of com-
modities grown on the farm itself.Non-farmers, when purchasing
similar commodities, pay considerably higher than farm prices.
In the main, however, the differences in the size of the incomes of
the farm and non-farm population in the various States are real.
It is worth noting that the income of the farm population, being
chiefly entrepreneurial in character, is subject to greater fluctuations
than is that of the non-farm population.The income of the non-
farm population is steadied by the presence of a large amount of
wages and salaries which have a more even distribution in time
than have entrepreneurial gains.The diversity of industry also
helps to steady the non-farm income.The two factors then, —
namely,the predominance of entrepreneurial activity and the lack
of of industry, —aremainly responsible for the fact that
'The estimate of this item for the total population in each State has been split into
twO parts in accordance with the relative size of the farm and non-farm population
in the State, the farm population being given a weight of 1 and the non-farm population
a weight of 2.TABLE XLV.—SHARES OF THE TOTAL INCOME FROM ALL SOURCES



















Continental United States 10477,03155,718,66911,704,10560,676,260 5,008,86279,417805
New England 191,8625,163,255 367,0695,488,098 360,5407,768,738
Maine 69,381 358,199 75,438 397,134 85,862 530,193
New Hampshire.... 14,084 246,675 29,419 262,385 45,340 344 6Q4
Vermont 32,212 143,366 80,849 155,623 57,008 204:561
Massachusetts . 41,8153,015,261 100,0893,253,621 88,1674,600 749
Rhode Island 5,967 449,016 11,709 448,352 9,782 723,309
Connecticut 28,403 950,738 69,565 970,983 74,3811,365,322
Middle Atlantic 634,94016,874,237 1,253,31917,818,784 787,88225,708,765
New York 326,5238,915,078 658,8648,99,0445 442,05814,359,999
New Jersey 58,9462,318,293 125.8882,533,781 68,8623,334,523
Pennsylvania 249,4715,640,866 468,5676,294,558 276,9628,014,243
East North Central....1,827,74612,769,001 2,136,34414,259,460 798,76917,022,884
Ohio 432,8983,556,481 278,5763,815,119 219,4504,433,988
Indiana 381,4771,399,169 181,714 1,631,925 —2561,722,088
Illinois 480,6064,508,438 482,8944,937,980 54,1436,525642
Michigan 203.2032,203,977 501,0992,591,601 191,5582,798,474
Wisconsin 329,5621,100,936 692,0611,282,835 333,8741,542,692
West North Central,.2,580,2765,391,3182,433,7706,038,073 144,6806,876,010
Minnesota 431,1451,078,901 554,8151,215,390 106,4371,485,794
Iowa 703,6911,114,770 298,7601,120,278 —91,1771,149,504
Missouri 358,8741,541,907 384,5351,733,173 —56,9102,190,914
North Dakota 122,613 117,719 262,153 199,482 74,284 199,414
South Dakota 324,229 251,893 233,639 250,211 —2,481 204,218
Nebraska 392,701 601,380 207,801 575,751 31,045 696,027
Kansas 247,023 684,748 492,067 943,788 83,482 950,139
South Atlantic 1,548,8084,761,479 1,360,1484,976,294 680,9116,410,571
Delaware 14,744 139,513 16,686 115,060 8,948 193,535
Maryland 68,341 886,749 89.470 932,237 61,2751,286,801
Dist. of Columbia... 254 437,354 497 443,822 391 702,129
Virginia 165,176 748,742 278,909 795,914 106,300 985,527
West Virginia 65,135 575,794 130,134 731,767 65,891 820,091
North Carolina 412,586 569,219 328,603 591,370 245,493 735,831
South Carolina 351,029 382,837 171,799 327,610 43,341 361,542
Georgia 418,247 694,990 211,103 659,553 91,614 831,545
Florida 53,296 326,281 132,947 378,961 57,658 492,670
East South Centrul... 933,8812,064,829 619,3062,184,861 558,1482,822,177
Kentucky 183,583 647,770 103,083 740,859 125,151 978,397
Tennessee 183,062 582,629 '223,859 659,709 131,928 826,837
Alabama 248,972 517,366 164,972 559,630 155,457 645,571
MissIssippi 318,264 317,064 127,392 224,663 145,612 371,372
West South Central.. .1,802,0283,469,659 1,450,1273,783,317 640,9544,528,235
Arkansas 238,633 339,318. 209,884 354,715 121,757 430,177
Louisiana 212,239 605,281' 104,145 638,773 76,862 816,309
Oklahoma 413,23.3 .765,397. 348,750 :852,050 08,786 869,503
Texas '937,9231,759,663 787,3481,937,781 343,5492,412,249
Mountain 319,0481,497,743 729,9701,771,365 300,7062,118,442
Montana —50,423 227,528 67,752 268,809 19,760 305,784
Idaho 153,305 168,592 140,918 170,441 55,059 201,662
Wyoming 11,928 95,638 32,613 124,278 24,566 169,623
Colorado 99,907 476,432 250,155 567,763 80,722 742,450
New Mexico 24,442 104,960 71,576 129,349 34,131 154,183
Arizona 48,559 192,037 75,916 230,981 36,131 218,792
Utah 33,425 186,493 77,242 214,754 38,050 255,495
Nevada —2,095 46,063 13,798 64,990 2,287 70,453
Pacific 638,4423,727,148 1,354,0524,356,008 736,2726,161,983
Washington. 190,081 854,103 220,202 865,879 149,3851,166,804
Oregon 136,598 453,968 218,400 482,160 92,986 584,487

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE TOTAL CURRENT NATIONAL INCOME
GOING TO THE INHABITANTS OF EACH STATE
1919-1920-1921
STATES ARRAYED ON THE 8ASIS OF THE .1919 PERCENTAGES
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J268 INCOME IN THE VARIOUS STATES
in 1921 the total income of the farm population in some States
actually fell below zero.
THEDISTRIBUTIONOF THE CURRENT INCOME
So far in our analysis, we have given attention to the distribution
of the total income received by the American people from all
sources.The complete accounting for all the items making up
income, of course, increases the precision of the totals in measuring
conditions between specified dates, and is for many purposes the
only significant way of measuring income.As already noted,
however, there are certain comparisons which can better be made
• if changes in business surpluses or in the value of inventories are
entirely ignored.For example, a great gain may occur in the
wealth of a given class of people without having a corresponding
effect on their demand for merchandise.In 1921, owing to relative
changes in the value of securities and real estate as compared to
consumption goods, the people of the nation gained nearly $22,-
000,000,000.Only a fraction of this amount, however, was re-
alized through sales; hence it is highly erroneous to assume that
the demand for new goods increased by $22,000,000,000.That
major proportion of the property of the people of the country which
did not change hands during the year probably affected but little
the consumption of the owners.People do not vary their expendi-
tures promptly with fluctuations in their income but rather spend
in accordance with their habitually realized income, especially
when declines or increases in their total income represent merely
book and not realized losses or gains.
In addition to the fact that the volume of merchandise pur-
chases is not affected proportionately by changes in the values of
inventories, there is also the consideration that a large part of the
population is not affected by such property gains or losses.The
majority of the people of the United States receive the bulk of
their income currently (chiefly as wages and salaries), and the dis-
tribution of property holders, especially those with large holdings,
is not the same throughout the country.Hence, the inclusion of
changes in the value of property introduces a variable which makes
the data for the several States less representative of typical condi-
tions with respect to the bulk of the population.SUMMARY AND. ANALYSIS 269
In the following and concluding sections of the analysis, current
income will be used in all comparisons.The current income will
represent roughly the amount that the people have to spend or to
save currently; in other words, the amount that is, so to speak,
disbursed' to them during the year in the form of actual money,
commodities, or services on which a pecuniary value is ordinarily
placed.In the following tables, in addition to the surplus and
inventory gains, the imputed interest on the value of consumption
goods in the hands of consumers has also been eliminated from
the totals.
The Total Current Income by States.
Chart 8 shows graphically the distribution by the different
States of the total current income in 1919 and 1921.In addition
to the graphic presentation, the chart also contains the numerical
data in the form of percentages of the national totals for 1919,
1920, and 1921.This chart shows in a striking manner the relative
unimportance of the income of some of the smaller States as com-
pared with that of the few larger States.The people of New York
receive about 15 per cent of the total current income of the coun-
try; the people of Nevada only one-tenth of 1 per cent.The seven
States at the top of the list in 1919, New York, Pennsylvania,
Illinois, Ohio, Massachusetts, California, and Michigan, account
for 50 per cent of the total national current income.The seven
States at the bottom receive scarcely 2 per cent.
The division of the total current income of the people in each
State between the farm and non-farm population is shown in
Tables XLVI, XLVII, and XLVIII.In these tables we also have
the per capita current incomes in the different States.The per
capita figures are here given for four groups of the population,
namely, the entire population, the non-farm population, the farm
population, and farmers.In computing these per capita incomes,
the population figures shown in Table XLIII were used.It will be
noticed that the figures representing the farm population were
assumed not to have changed in the three years from those reported
in the 1920 of Agriculture.The number of farmers in each
State is also based on the figures of the 1920 Census.From the




















































































































































































































5272 INCOME IN THE VARIOUS STATES
farms operated by managers.The difference presumably gives the
number of farmer entrepreneurs.In this case too, the same figures
have been used for each of the three years.
The Per Capita Current Income of the Entire Population.
Chart 9 shows a comparison for different States of the per capita
current income received in each State by the entire population.
As has been the practice in connection with previous analyses, 1919
is used as the most nearly normal of the three years, and,
quently, the States are arrayed in accordance with the values f or
that year.The District of Columbia, with the largest proportion
of persons gainfully employed,' leads the list in each of the three
years.Nevada, which in Chart 8, showing the per cent of total
income, was at the bottom of the list, is found to be third highest
with regard to per capita current income in 1919.As in the case
of average earnings per employee, the southern States appear at
the bottom of the array, Mississippi and Alabama being last.
Although the figures represented are in terms of dollars of cur-.
rent purchasing power, the difference in the lengths between the
solid black and the shaded bars in the diagram of Chart 9 shows
distinctly the effect of the 1921 depression upon the income of the
people in the several States.2The agricultural States, as we have
already learned, show the greatest decrease in 1921.The most
noteworthy feature which appears from the present chart is that,
in a few districts, the per capita current income in 1921 was greater
than in 1919.The District of Columbia, New York, California,
and Rhode Island are instances of this phenomenon.
The change in the per capita current income between 1919 and
1921 in the different sections of the country is disclosed with par-
ticular force in Charts .10 and 11.In these outline maps of the
United States the shading from white to black indicates gradations
in per capita incomes from $800 and over down to $400 and below.
In 1919 the black area was confined to eight States in the south-
eastern part of the United States.In 1921, however, the area of
lowest per capita income spread to comprise twelve States in the
It should of course be remembered that the District of Columbia is also practically
all urban.
2Withthe exception of goods consumed by farmers, the price level of consumption
goods in 1921 was about the same as in 1919.SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS 273
South and also the two Dakotas.Most of the other States also
shifted to darker shadings, indicating a marked decrease in income.
The Per Capita Current Income of the Non-farm Population.
The composition of the population being widely different in the
variousStates, comparisons of averages or othergeneraliza-
tions referring to all the inhabitants can only be, of limited sig-
nificance.The purchasing value of the dollar is considerably
higher on the farm than in the city and, consequently, the per
capita income of the farm population may well be somewhat lower
than that of the city population without indicating any particular
difference in the economic well-being between the two classes of
people.It therefore follows that to compare two States with
different proportions of farm population would be somewhat mis-
leading, particularly if we are interested in learning the relative
economic status of the people in the two States.
Chart12givesa comparisonofthecurrent per-capita
incomes of the non-farm populations in the different' States.Al-
though the per capita figures still represent heterogeneous classes
of society in each State, the elimination of the farm population
greatly adds to the significance of the comparison.It will be
noticed that the differences, both relative and absolute, between
the per capita current incomes in the highest and lowest States are
smaller for non-farm population than are those found in Chart 9,
for the ent:ire population.In other words, there appears to be
greater uniformity throughout the country in the per capita income
of the non-farm population than in that for the entire population.
The highest per capita income of the non-farm population in 1919
(District of Columbia) was about twice as great as the lowest.
However, for the entire population, as shown in Chart 9, the highest
per capita in 1919 was three times as great as the lowest.The
same is found to be the case in the other two years when the highest
per 'capita incomes expressed as percentages of the lowest were 217
per cent and 260 per cent for non-farm population, as compared
with 432 per cent and 567 per cent for the entire population.Not
only do we find greater uniformity in the income of the non-farm
population than in that of the entire population when we consider
all the States in one year, but this is also true when we comparesee_Sea eeC eSasaSl
_fls'Sfl_F,flfl_flfl__.
v__s_—es_a ps__il
THE PER CAPITA CURRENT INCOME IN EACH STATE
NON-FARM POPULATION
1919-1920-1921
STATES ARRAYED ACCORDING TO SIZE OF
PER CAPITA CURRENT INCOME IN 1919
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the three years for each State separately.In the diagram of Chart
12, the bars representing 1921 more uniformly approach the size
of those standing for the 1919 percentages than in the diagram of
Chart 9.
In the matter of the rank of the different States, Chart 12 is also
•at variance with Chart 9.For instance, New Jersey in 1919 ranks
tenth in per capita income of the entire population, but it drops to
'seventeenth, place in the per capita income of the non-farm popula-
tion.Connecticut drops from the thirteenth to the eighteenth place;
Rhode Island from the ninth to the fifteenth, and Florida from the
fortieth to the forty-ninth.On the other hand, Montana, which
•ranks twenty-first in the per capita income of the entire population
(Chart 9), ranks ninth in the per capita non-farm population.
Michigan shifts from the eighteenth place for the entire population
to the eleventh for the non-farm population and, in the same manner,
Oklahoma riSes from the thirty-fifth place to the twenty-third.
The Per Capita Current Income of the Farm Population.
In Chart 13 the current income of the farm population is sub-
jected to the same treatment as that of the entire population and
the non-farm population in Charts 9 and 12.This chart depicts
graphically the comparative current income of the farm population
in the varIous States.Perhaps the most striking feature of this
chart is the complete disparity in most of the States between the
income of the farm population in 1919 and that in 1921.(As in
the preceding graphs, the figures represented in Chart 13 are in
terms of dollars of current purchasing power, and consequently,
owing to the fact that the average prices of goods consumed by
farmers were lower in 1921 than in 1919, the differences between
farm incomes in the two years are somewhat exaggerated. 1)While
in the diagram of Chart 12 the bars representing 1921 in general
approach very closely the size of those in 1919, the discrepancy
between the 1919 and 1921 values in Chart 13 is very great indeed.
Nebraska, for example, the per capita income of the farm popu-
lation in 1921 dwindled down to about one-fifth of what it was in
1Ithas not been found feasible at this time to compute with accuracy the current
income of the different classes of the population in each State in terms of dollars of
1913 purchasing power.The indices of the prices of goods consumed by farmers in
all States combined are 1.845, 2.001, and 1.557 for 1919, 1920, and 1921, respectively
(1913 =1.00).C*JAPLT.13.
THE PER CAPITA CURRENT INCOME IN EACH STATE
FARM POPULATION
1919-1920-1921
STATES ARRAYED ACCORDING TO SIZE
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1919.Similar reductions are seen all the way along the line.It
is, however, curious to note that in New England the per capita
income of the farm population was, on the whole, somewhat higher
in 1921 than in 1919.
Aside from the discrepancy in the per capita income between the
years, we also note that in the case of the farm population the vari-
ation in the per capita income in the different States is tremen-
dously large.In 1919 the highest per capita income was about 550
per cent of th.e lowest; in 1921 the highest was over 725 per cent of
the lowest; in 1920 the variation was a little lower. The chief reason
for such wide dispersion in the per capita income of the farm popu-
lation is the difference in agricultural yield per individual, due to
differences in fertility, climatic conditions, and the use of capital.
Another reason, however, and not the least important, is the dif-
ference in per capita ownership by the farm population of farm
property and. working capital in the various States.The State
with a great proportion of tenant farmers or mortgaged farms would
naturally show a low per capita income for the farm population,
for a considerable portion of the farm income would be distributed
among non-farmers.
A characteristic feature, already touched upon in our chapter on
agricultural production, is brought, out in the graph in connection
with the States where dairying and the production of poultry
products are of great importance.The per capita income in
Wisconsin during the three years is remarkable for its steadiness,
especially when compared with the other States in the Middle West
adjacent to it.The variation in per capita income of the farm
population of Wisconsin, like that of a few other States with a large
proportion of agricultural products serving the immediate con-
sumers, such as New York, Pennsylvania, and California, reflects
the changes i.n the general price level of consumers' goods rather
than those of agricultural products.Unlike most of the other
States where 1919 was the highest year, the per capita income in
the group of States typified by Wisconsin was higher in 1920 than
in either of the other two years.
Current Income per Farmer.
The differences in the income of the farm population in the
different States and years are best shown in Charts 14 and 15.H
'r
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In these charts we have outline maps of the United States shaded
in accordance with six classes of income per farmer and family.
The gradation in shading is here carried out in the same manner
as in similar charts appearing previously, i.e., the darker the shading,
the lower the income. A glance at the two maps is sufficient to
enable one to grasp the appalling economic reverses which over-
came the farmers of the country in 1921.In 1919 there was not a
single State where the average income per farmer was below $500.
Only three States showed average incomes below $1,000 and in
five States the average income per farmer was above $2,500.In
1921, however, the darker shades on the map dominated, nine
States in the corn and wheat sections of the country and four
States in the cotton belt showing incomes per farmer below $500.
The farmers in two-thirds of the States, representing about three-
fourths of the area of the country, and comprising 85 per cent of
the farm population, received average incomes of less than $1,000.
Only in one State was the average income per farmer above $2,000,
and the number of States with average incomes per farmer above
$1,500 was limited to six.
The Share of the Farm Population in the Current Income of Each
State.
In a previous chapter we had occasion to see that agricultural
wages play only a minor part in the total wages and salaries received
by all employees.The explanation advanced at that point was
that in agriculture the greater share of the work is performed by
the farmers themselves and their families.Let us now see how
the combined current income of farmers and farm employees com-
pares with the total current income of the entire population of each
State.Table XLIX shows for each State the per cent of the total
current income in the State received by the farm population in each
of the three years.For comparative purposes, a column has also
been added to show the per cent of the total population in each State
living on. farms. We learn that in the Continental United States
the farm population, comprising about 30 per cent of the total,
receives less than 18 per cent of the total current income of the
country.In 1921 the farm population received scarcely 10 per
cent.SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS 281
With the exception of a very few States, the disparity between
the percentages representing income and those representing popu-
lation is very great indeed.In Maryland 19.3 per cent of the
population receives only from 9.2 per cent to 5.2 per cent of the total
income.In West Virginia, the farm population, comprising 32.7
per cent of the total, obtains from 15.3 per cent to 11.3 per cent
of the total income of the State.
To make a fair comparison between the income of the farm
population and that of the non-farm population, we must, of
course, consider the relative amount of capital involved, and allow-
ance should also be made for the relatively larger purchasing value
of farm incomes than those of urban incomes.1However, we may
get a general idea of the situation in each part of the country by
merely studying the percentages• given in Table XLIX. Where
does the average income of the farm population most nearly ap-
proach that of the non-farm population?Following the previously
established practice of selecting 1919 as the most typical of the
three years, a ratio has been computed for each division of the
percentage which the farm income is of the total income in that
year to the percentage which the farm population is of the total
population as of January 1, 1920.It is obvious that the closer
these ratios approach to unity, the closer is the per capita income
of the farm population to that of the entire or non-farm population.





3 West North Central .80
4 West South Central .68
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TABLE M.--RATIO OF PERCENTAGE OF FARM INCOME TO PER-


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.284 INCOME IN THE VARIOUS STATES
In the Pacific States there is apparently the greatest correspond-
ence, if 1919 figures are typical, between the income of the farm
population and that of the non-farm population; in New England,
we have the greatest divergence.Viewing individual States, we
find that in Nevada, Wyoming, and California, the percentage of
total income received by the farm population is greater than the
percentage of total population living on farms.In North and
South Dakota, the percentage representing total income in 1919,
and the percentage representing total population, were nearly the
same.In other words, in the above five States, the per capita
income of the farm population is either higher than or nearly the
same as the per capita income of the entire or non-farm population.
This fact is also shown in Table XLVI.
Chart 16 gives a graphic picture of the relative importance of
the income received by the farm population in the total current
income of each State.Only in the Dakotas and Mississippi does
the income of the agricultural population surpass 50 per cent of
the total, and oniy four other States show an agricultural income
above 40 per cent of the total.In the majority of States the income
of the farm population makes up between 20 and 40 per cent of the
total.
THE INCOME OF THE BULKOFTHE PEOPLE:
For certain purposes a greater refinement of data may be neces-
sary. than is shown in the tables presented thus far.To know
merely the total income of the people living in the various States
may, in some cases, mislead the investigator, and obscure the
problem at band.For instance, given two hypothetical States,
A and B, with approximately the same number of inhabitants, the
first having a total income of and the other of $125,-
000,000, —inwhich of the two States are the people more pros-
perous?Without any further information, one would, of course,
be inclined to conclude that in the State with the larger income
(the population of the two being equal) the people enjoy greater
economic prosperity than in the one with the smaller total income.
Such a conclusion may, however, be far from the truth, if the dis-
tribution of the income in the two States is radically different.
With 100,000 people in each of the two hypothetical States, it is286 'INCOMEIN THE VARIOUS STATES
conceivable that in State A each individual gets $1,000,whilein
State B 100 individuals receive $ 0,000,000, or $400,000 apiece,
and the other 99,900 individuals receive $85,000,000, or only about
•$910 each.In other words, if we desire to know the economic
welfare of the majority of the people, the total income by itself or
the per capita average of such total is not sufficient.Then again,
our problem may be of more immediate and practical application.
It is desired to know approximately the amount the people of the
two hypothetical States spend on consumption goods. We may
assume that in the State with equal distribution there is more
money for consumption goods, particularly the goods to be pur-
•chased locally, than in the State where a gi'eat share of the income
goes to a few rich, as the portion of the income saved or spent else-
where will be greater for the wealthy than for the income distrib-
uted among the entire population.
•Higher Incomes Eliminated.
Tables L and LI are the result of an attempt to eliminate the
higher, incomes in the several States and study only the income of
the bulk of the population.These tables give estimates by States
for each of the three years of the total income of those depending
:uponfamily incomes smaller than $10,000 each, also of those de-
pending upon family incomes less than $5,000.The amounts
recorded are the differences between the totals of current income
for the entire population shown in Tables XLVI, XLVII, and
XLVIII, and estimates of the total income received in each State
by those with incomes $10,000 and above and those with incomes
,$5,000 and above.The latter estimates are based upon the Sta-
tistics of Income of the U. S. Bureau of Internal Revenue.'
It should be borne in mind that the estimates presented in
Tables L and LI are in current dollars.The purchasing value of
the dollar being different in each of the three years, our classifica-
tions, Incomes smaller than $10,000 and Incomes smaller than $5,000,
are, strictly speaking, not identical throughout the period.
In addition to the estimates of the total income received by
1TheInternal Revenue figures were raised 10 per cent in order to allow roughly for
under-reporting and income omitted from reports for various reasons; 10 per cent seems
to be a very conservative estimate, and it is quite probable that, if anything, it is too
lOw.Consequently, .the totals as shown in Tables L and LI may be somewhat high.'SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS 287
those within the classes specified, estimates have also been made
of the total population comprised in these classes.The population
has been estimated on the basis of the number of returns in the
higher income classes ($10,000 and above, and $5,000 and above),
and the estimated number of persons per return in each year.'
The population comprised in the income classes below $10,000
and below $5,000 is shown in Tables L and LI for each of the three
years as percentages of the total in each State.These percentages,
together with those representing the total income within the speci-
fied classes, which are also recorded in the tables, present some
very interesting facts relative to the distribution of income in each
section of the country.
Current Income of the Population in Income Classes Below $io,ooo.
Starting with Table L, we learn that in 1919, 99.3 per cent of the
total population in the country reôeived only about 90.1 per cent
of the total current income, so that abOut 0.7 per cent of the popu-
lation, falling into the income classes $10,000 and above, received
almost 10 per cent of the total current income of the country.In
the New England division the share of those with incomes above
$10,000 was even greater, 0.9 per cent of the population receiving
12.5 per cent of the income.The Middle Atlantic States present
an advance in this respect even above New England, 15.2 per cent
of the income being received by 1.1 per cent of the population.
Stillconsideringentire geographicdivisions,the Mountain
States seem to preselit the least concentration of income in the
highest income classes.In this division, 95.7 per cent of the
income is received by 99.6 per cent of the population, i.e., in these
States the number of people with incomes $10,000 and above is
quite sthall, and; what is more important, these higher incomes
absorb a relatively smaller portion of the total income than in any
of the othér divisions.
1Thenumber of persons per return for allincomeclasses was estimated to be 2.82
in 1919, 2.78 in 1920, and 2.76 in 1921.To arrive at these estimates, the number of
returns from heads of families, computed from the income tax figures, was multiplied
by 4.2, the number of persons per urban family (Census of Population, 1920, Vol. II,
p. 1273).The products were added to the number of returns received from single men
and single women.Slight adjustments were made in the final figures so as to take care
of the fact that in higher income classes there are slightly fewer people gainfully employed







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1290 INCOME IN THE VARIOUS STATES
For individualStates, North Dakota shows the minimum
"spread" between the percentages of income and population at the
point, of incomes of $10,000 each.. In 1919 only 2 per cent of the
total income in that State went to the 0.2 per cent of the total
population who received incomes of $10,000 and above.The
greatest disparity between the percentage of total income and that
of total population (at the point of incomes of $10,000 each) is
found in New York, where 98.5 per cent of the population received
only 80.9 per cent of the total current income, which means that
1.5 per cent of the population with incomes $10,000 and above got
over 19 per cent of the total current income in the State.This
would seem to indicate that, although the per capita income of the
entire population in the State of New York is comparatively high,
the per capita income of the majority falling within the lower
income classes may not make as favorable a showing.
It is of interest to note that in 1920, and especially in 1921, the
lower incomes almost invariably comprised a greater share of the
total current income than in 1919, or that there was a greater
approach to an even distribution of income in the second and third
years, chronologically, than in the first.In 1920, which presumably
was a prosperous year, the lower incomes apparently gained propor-
tionately more than the higher ones, and during the 1921 depression
the reduction in the higher incomes was greater than in the lower.
In 1921 only 0.5 per cent of the total population received incomes
$10,000 and above.The total amount comprised in the higher
incomes was only 7.3 per cent of the total current income, as com-
pared with 9.9 per cent in 1919. A considerable portion of the
apparent reduction in the higher incomes subsequent to 1919 may,
of course, be due to the fact that the large income tax payers increas-
ingly found methods of avoidance which resulted in greater under-
reporting on their income tax returns.Unfortunately, there is no
way of measuring ,this.The greatest relative reduction in the
higher incomes in 1921 seems to have taken place in Delaware,
where the per cent of total current income received by those with
incomes of $10,000 and above changed to 7.1 per cent from 17.1
in 1919.In New York, also, we see a very great reduction in the
current income in the higher income classes, as compared with
that in the lower income classes.As a matter of fact, the situationSUMMARY AND ANALYSIS 291
in New York was very peculiar.In the face of a considerable
reduction in the current income of the higher income classes,
there was an increase over 1919 in the current income received by
those depending upon incomes smaller than $10,000.Somewhat
the same situation obtained in California, Massachusetts, and the
District of Columbia, and, to a lesser degree, in New Jersey and
Pennsylvania.
Current Income of the Population in Income Classes Below $5,000.
We have seen that less than 1 per cent of the population is
included in income classes $10,000andabove; but even incomes
between $5,000 and $10,000 are comparatively rare, particularly in
some States.Table LI presents a study of the income of the people
in each State with incomes smaller than $5,000.Fully 98 per cent
of the total population apparently falls within this class.It would
seem that, normally, this class receives about 85 per cent of the
total current income, the individual States presenting considerable
variation in this respect.During the three years, this class ac-
counted for only about 75 per cent of the total current income in
New York, and for about 95 per cent in New Mexico.As in the
case of incomes $10,000 and above, New York had proportionately
a greater number of people with incomes more than $5,000 than
any other State.But even here, only 3.5 per cent of the population
fell in this class in 1919.The smallest number of incomes $5,000
and above was in Alabama, only 0.6 per cent of the population in
the State enjoying such incomes in 1919.
Distribution of Income by Specified Income Classes by Geographic
Divisions.
That there is quite a different distribution by States of the income
falling within different income classes is evident.The effect of the
comparatively small number of large incomes in the different sec-
tions of the country is illustrated by. the figures in Table N giving
a comparison for 1919 of the percentage distribution by geographic
divisions of the total current income received by the population

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1294 INCOME IN THE VARIOUS STATES
TABLE N.—DISTRIBUTION OF THE NATIONAL TOTAL CURRENT IN-
COME RECEIVED BY THE POPULATION WITHIN SPECIFIED INCOME
CLASSES BY GEOGRAPHIC DIVISIONS
1919
GEOGRAPHIC DIVISION
PER CENT OF NATIONAL TOTAL IN EACH
















































We see that, while the people of the Middle Atlantic division
received 26.45 per cent of the total current income of the coun-
try, when all incomes are considered, only 25.05 per cent of all the
current income falling in classes below $5,000 is received in that
division.On the other hand, in the Mountain division, where
only 2.75 per cent of the total current income of the country is
accounted for, the inhabitants received 3.46 per cent of the national
total disbursed in the form of smaller incomes below $5,000.
Per Capita Current Income of the 95 Per Cent of the People In-
cluded in the Lowerl Income Classes.
In line with the of Tables L, and LI of preceding
sections, we may examine Chart 17 which shows an array of the
States according to the estimated per capita income received in
1921 by the 95 per cent of the iion-farth populátioñ with lowest
incomes. The estimatès'havé been computed with the aid of the data
presented for each State in the Statistics of Income of the United
States Bureau of Internal Revenue.It is obvious that the blank
space in each of the bars in the diagram is not the per capita income
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It is rather the per capita excess income due to the fact that some
incomes are higher than those received by the 95 per cent of the
population with lowest incomes.In other words, if all the popula-
tion received, on the average, as much as the 95 per cent with
lowest incomes, there would be an additional sumleftover which,
when distributed equally among all the inhabitants, would be rep-
resented by the length of the blank portion of the bars for the
different States.The residues may also be viewed as the errors
in the per capita income of the 95 per cent of the people with
lowest incomes when represented by averages resulting from the
division of all the income (including higher incomes) by the total
population. We see, for instance, that the per capita error in New
York was $153, while in New Mexico it was only $39.
It should be remembered that, as shown in Tables L and LI,
in 1921 the lower incomes were unusually favored in comparison
with the higher ones and that, normally, the divergence between
the per capitas computed for the 95 per cent of the population
with lowest incomes and those based on the total income and the
total population would in most instances be greater than shown in the
chart.In New York, for example, the 1919 per capita income of
the lowest 95 per cent of urban incomes was $720, or $208 less
than the per capita based on all urban incomes in the State.
But even though Chart 17 represents a rather unusual year, we
may draw from it conclusions of interest which in a large measure
also apply to conditions in other years.It would seem that the•
length of the blank spaces in the bars of the diagram are good
indicators of the nature of the distribution of income among the
people in the various States.As already explained, these spaces
represent the per capita excess income, going to the richest 5 per
cent, over and above the amounts they would obtain under a dis-
tribution for the entire population similar to that for the 95 per
cent of the population with lowest incomes.In other• words, the
larger the blank space, the larger the excess received by the rich,
and, consequently, the less even the distribution. A glance at the
chart shows that the most even distribution (which does not neces-
sarily coincide with the highest per capita income) is found in the
Mountain States, and the greatest disparity in the Eastern States,
particularly those with large cities.SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS 297
The practical significance of this chart is, perhaps, that it may.
serve as a warning to those interested in the figures of income in
connection with special problems.The chart makes clear the fact
that per capita income, when based upon the entire population,
might not at all fit in with the problem at hand.For instance,
in 1921 the per capita income of the entire population in New
York was about 13 per cent higher than that of Nevada.How-
ever, for the 95 per cent of the population with lowest incomes,
the per capita income in Nevada was slightly higher than in New
York.Similarly, when the entire population is considered, the per
capita income in Maryland in 1921 was identically the same as in
Washington.Nevertheless, it would be wrong to imply from this
that the majority of the people in the two States were equally
prosperous. A further examination of the figures discloses the fact
that the per capita income of the 95 per cent of the population in
Washington was $66 greater, in other words over 11 per cent higher,
than in Maryland.Again, we see from the chart that the per
capita income of the entire population in Connecticut was higher
than in Michigan, New Hampshire, Kentucky, Iowa, Indiana, and
Montana. But in all of these States, the bulk of the population
(the 95 per cent with lowest incomes) apparently received higher
per capita incomes than in Connecticut.It therefOre follows that
in making use of figures of income extreme care must be exercised
in selecting the data to correspond with the conditions of the particu-
lar problem under consideration.t—-, rr—
TABLE LII .—OWNERSHIPAND TENANCYOF URBAN



















































































































































































































298AND TENANCY OF URBAN HOMES IN






















































































































































on a study in Mu-
a Basedon Census figures,—See Census of Population, 1920, Vol. II, p. 1302.
bTothe Total Homes owned free, as reported by the Census, were added 0.447 of
as owned encumbered.The ratio of 0.447 is an estimate by Dr. W. I. King (based
waukee, Wisconsin) of the average equity of owners in mortgaged urban homes.
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